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MY LEARNING DIARY

MY LEARNING DIARY
Ä ĝĬÓÓÄĝĦ ŁăĬ ĬĝÄ ĦÙÝĝ Ħăăò §ĝ § ēĖă·Äĝĝ Ħă ĖÄōÄ·Ħ ăú § ½ă·ĬùÄúĦ §¶ăĬĦ ŁăĬĖ
learning process and about yourself.
It will give you the ability to turn ideas into actions, to become more creative and innovative and you’ll
Ōú½ăĬĦĦÙ§ĦŁăĬĻÝòò¶Ä§¶òÄĦăù§ú§ÓÄēĖăìÄ·Ħĝ§ĬĦăúăùăĬĝòŁƚÙ§ĦĻăĬò½ŁăĬòÝïÄĦă½ăĻÝĦÙŁăĬĖòÝÒÄƛ
Please take your time, be honest with yourself and read it through every 4 months. You will discover
that you have the key to a new way of doing things. You will realise that everything is possible. You
have the power to change what you want, what you need. You will know that action is reaction.
It’s your responsibility to become happy and joyful.

Name:

Surname:

Age:

My hobbies and interests:

My personal learning needs:

Instructions: To be done in group
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SET GOALS
Request for help.I need some help in this area:
General daily life skills (exemple self-care, hygiene, etc.)
•
•

Physical Health
Family relationships

•
•
•

Housing
Income
Justice

•
•
•
•

Social Participation
School / Daytime activities
Social Network
Addiction

•

Other, namely:

Problem

ÙÝĝÝĝĻÙ§Ħ;Ōú½½ÝÒŌ·ĬòĦ

My plan
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This is what I want to achieve

This is what it looks like, when I have achieved my goal

It is important to me because...

I want to reach my goal at (date):

I am good at it at the moment...

COMPLIMENTS DAY
In groups of 6.
Sometimes it is necessary to hear from others what they think it is nice, sweet, or good about you.
Write your own name in the centre of the circle. Have each group member write a compliment about
you on every line.
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Circle three words that tipify your day today
You will soon share with the group why you chose these words.

ăĦÙÝĝÄŀÄĖ·ÝĝÄÄ§·ÙĻÄÄï§ú½Ōú½ĦÙÄ½ÝÒÒÄĖÄú·Äĝƚ
Instructions: To be done at home or in the park but please, alone.

GOOD MOOD
MY INTERESTS
1. Write down three things that made you happy yesterday:

2. How do you ensure that you can do activities that give you energy in the daily life?
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3. Think of a situation of today that was important to you. It can be either a positive or a
negative situation.

What was the situation?

Who were there?

Where did it happen?

When did it happen?

What was your task?
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3. Think of a situation of today that was important to you. It can be either a positive or a
negative situation.

What was expected from you?

What did you want to achieve?

What exactly did you say or do?

How did it end?

WHAT DO YOU LIKE?
https://liceo6.weebly.com/uploads/7/1/5/4/7154339/cuestionario_vocacional.pdf
This link is in Spanish
https://www.educaweb.com/orientacion/intereses-profesionales/

Choose the occupational group that best suits your purposes and professions or
occupations that may interest.
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What things make you happy? List them:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
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Have a look to next page so it can give you an idea*
1.

Trades

2. ÓĖÝ·ĬòĦĬĖ§ò§·ĦÝĺÝĦÝÄĝƕÒăă½ƕŌĝÙÝúÓ§ú½ùÝúÝúÓ
3. Transportation
4. Security forces and protection services
5. ½ùÝúÝĝĦĖ§ĦÝĺÄĝĬēēăĖĦƚ_ÒŌ·ÄĻăĖï
6. Commerce (economics and business)
7. Social services
8. Education and culture
9. Humanities and social sciences
10. Health sciences
11. Natural Sciences and Mathematics
12. Technique and technology
13. Arts
14. Physical education and sports.

What does it mean?
1.

TRADES: The main characteristic that frames the activities carried out by the professionals belonging to this occupational group is manipulative ability. it is considered the most valuable competence for the execution of these jobs, the trades. In some occasions aided by machinery and
ĝēÄ·ÝŌ·ĦăăòĝƕĦÙÄù§úÝēĬò§ĦÝĺÄ§ēĦÝĦĬ½ÄÝĝÄĝĝÄúĦÝ§òƚ"ÓƔÙ§ÝĖ½ĖÄĝĝÄĖƕÓò§ŇÝÄĖƕ½ĖÄĝĝù§ïÄĖƕĬēÙăòsterer, blacksmith, watchmaker, jeweler, bricklayer, plasterer, etc

2. AGRO-LIVESTOCK, FISHERIES AND MINING:·ĦÝĺÝĦÝÄĝ·§ĖĖÝÄ½ăĬĦÝúĦÙÄŌÄò½ƕòÝĺÄĝĦă·ïƕŌĝÙÝúÓ
§ú½ùÝúÝúÓƔÓĖÝ·ĬòĦĬĖÄƕòÝĺÄĝĦă·ïƕÙăĖĦÝ·ĬòĦĬĖÄƕōăĖÝ·ĬòĦĬĖÄƕùÝúÝúÓƕĝĦăúÄù§ĝăúĖŁƕŌĝÙÝúÓƕÄŀēÄĖĦĝ
ÝúŌĝÙÒ§ĖùĻăĖïƕÒăĖÄĝĦĖŁ§ÓÄúĦĝƕÄĦ·ƚ
3. TRANSPORTATION: Professions related to land, sea or air transportation of travelers or merchandise. Eg bus driver, trucker, taxi driver, railroad, subway conductor, merchant ship captain,
·ĖĬÝĝÄĝÙÝēăÒŌ·ÄĖƕ·ÝĺÝòÝ§úēÝòăĦƕÄĦ·ƚ
4. SECURITY CORPS AND PROTECTION SERVICES: Professions whose primary functions consist
of the defense of the territory, the maintenance of public order, prevention and investigation of
·ăú½Ĭ·Ħ·ĖÝùÄĝ§ú½ĦÙÄēĖăĦÄ·ĦÝăúăÒēÄăēòÄăĖēĖăēÄĖĦŁƚ"ÓƕăÒŌ·ÄĖăĖúăúƪ·ăùùÝĝĝÝăúÄ½ăÒŌ·ÄĖ
of the armed forces, local police, civil guard, squad boy, jury guard, bodyguard, watchman, etc.
5. ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT. OFFICE WORK: It is made up of professions whose main performance is management administrative: writing, reading, transcription, selection, elaboration and
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ŌòÝúÓăÒ½ă·ĬùÄúĦ§ĦÝăúĖÄò§ĦÄ½Ħă§úÄúĦÝĦŁƕÓĖăĬēƕăĖÓ§úÝŇ§ĦÝăúăĖ·ăùē§úŁƕ·§úÝúĺăòĺÄăĖúăĦ
direct attention to the public. Bank clerk, manager administrative, secretary, telephone operator,
ēăĝĦ§òăÒŌ·ÄĖƕĖÄ·ÄēĦÝăúÝĝĦƕÄĦ·ƚ
6. COMMERCIAL (ECONOMY AND BUSINESS): Professions related to the world of commerce,
sales, business and corporative life. Eg. economist, merchant, salesperson, agent exchange and
stock exchange, investment advisor, insurance agent, management and administration, marketing, public relations, consumer services (hairdressing, hospitality, tourism), etc.
7. SOCIAL SERVICES: This group is made up of professions that report a service to people for the
good development of society by promoting equality and justice, so that the community acquires
the basic constitutional rights. They provide help and welfare to the people in need: attention to
risk groups, analysis of problems such as marginalization. They also care for and advice families
undergoing serious socioeconomic situations. They also work on the integration of the disabled.
It requires empathy skills, social skills, and a clear orientation / concern / social awareness: Geriatrics, social work, social education social, religious people.
8. EDUCATION AND CULTURE: They involve work related to training and education, culture and
dissemination of the information. Eg. primary or secondary teacher, special education teacher,
counceling, pedagogue, free time monitor, librarian, translation and interpretation, museum management.
9. HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES: Professional areas related to the study of Human Sciences and Social Sciences, such as sociology, law, philosophy, psychology, philology, history, journalism, news writing on radio, TV, etc.
10. HEALTH SCIENCES: Professions related to the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of Health.
Eg, medicine, nursing, pharmacy, veterinary, clinic assistant, physiotherapy, occupational therapy,
optics and optometry, dental prosthetics, etc.
11. NATURE SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS: Professions related to experimental or physical-natural sciences and Math. Eg Professionals specialised in Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Marine Sciences, Mathematics, Statistics, etc.
12. TECHNOLOGY: It groups the professions related to Mechanics, Technology of the Information
§ú½ ăùùĬúÝ·§ĦÝăú Ʀ;ƕ ăùùĬúÝ·§ĦÝăúĝƕ ĝŁĝĦÄù §ú§òŁĝĦƕ ĝ·ÝÄúĦÝŌ· §ēēòÝ·§ĦÝăúĝ §ú§òŁĝĦƕ ēĖăgrammer, expert in communication networks and Internet, etc), Engineering (Industrial agronomists, forestry, materials, electronics, telecommunications, roads, etc.); other professions in this
group are those linked to architecture, as well as technical specialists in graphic arts, automotive,
electrical, electronics, sound technician, gemology, etc.
13. ARTS: Professions related to the seven classical arts are included here: Literature, Painting,
Sculpture, Architecture, Music, Dance and Cinema, in addition to the applied arts and dramatic art.
Eg. musician, novelist, sculptor, decorator, restorer of works by art, screenwriter, actor
14. PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS:
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WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO DO
Find out in the list below. Read them very carefully. Select four of the abilities below. Your four best
personal skills or aptitudes:
1.

Artistic

10. Mechanics

2. Numerical

11. Of persuasion

3. Leadership

12. Mathematics

4. Musical

13. y·ÝÄúĦÝŌ·

5. Physical-sports

14. Space. Knowing how to distinguish differences in shapes, volumes, and positions in
ĝē§·Äƚ¶ÝòÝĦŁĦăùÄúĦ§òòŁĖÄēĖÄĝÄúĦŌÓĬĖÄĝ
or objects in two or three dimensions.

6. Guide
7. Linguistics
8. Didactics

15. Social

9. Concentration

16. Administrative

WHAT DO YOU VALUE AT WORK
Occupational values are those that people consider important at work and expect them to offer them
satisfaction in pursuing a certain occupation.
Check the list of occupational values presented here and choose the four that are most outstanding
for you, the four values that you would most like to see realized in your future professional activity.
Have a look to next page so it can give you an idea*
1.

Availability of free time

2. Independence
3. Achieve prestige
4. Altruism
5. Guided or supervised work
6. Creativity
7. Social relationship
8. Assume power and responsibility
9. Occupation security
10. Good salary
11. Routine activity. Work that is not complicated, that is organized
on the basis of repeating the same or similar tasks.
12. Variety-Diversity
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What does it mean?
1.

Availability of free time:7§ĺÄ§úă··Ĭē§ĦÝăúĦÙ§Ħ§òòăĻĝōÄŀÝ¶ÝòÝĦŁƕ§ú½ÓÝĺÄĝŁăĬĦÝùÄĦă½ăăĦÙÄĖ
activities.

2. Independence:ÄÝúÓ§¶òÄĦăÒĬòŌòòă··Ĭē§ĦÝăú§òĦ§ĝïĝ§ĬĦăúăùăĬĝòŁƕÄú§¶òÝúÓĦÙÄ§·ÙÝÄĺÄùÄúĦ
of your own ideas, convictions, developing your own perspective or protocols of action to achieve
the objectives or results required.
3. Achieve Prestige: Acquire recognition, reputation, popularity through success at work. Stand out
among people who do the same work, who have the same job.
4. Altruism: Being able to help others and facilitate their well-being. Solidarity with social problems
§ú½½ÝÒŌ·ĬòĦÝÄĝƚ
5. Guided or supervised work: Act under the direction or orders of others, without having any responsibilities.
6. Creativity: Having an occupation where you can come up with new ideas, using your imagination.
Developing thoughts, making proposals and raising possibilities as a result of your ability to create
through an imaginative process.
7. Social Relationship: Work with people. Communication, social exchanges. Have the chance to
meet people, develop social relationships.
8. Assume power and responsibility: Be the leader or head of the group at work. Have the ability
to make decisions. Be the leader, the person who guides and is responsible for other people’s actions. Coordinate, supervise, motivate, direct, and advise.
9. Occupational safety: Having a permanent or stable job, where the probability of being unemployed / unemployed is low, work and wages are guaranteed for a lifetime. The perception of job
stability and security.
10. Remuneration: Receive a good salary for the work performed.
11. Routine activity: Carrying out a job with little complexity, very organized in a closed system,
where the development of daily activities is very similar day after day. Activities that are always
the same. Little change in involved. It is easy to acquire dexterity in the execution of the tasks
involved, which are usually repetitive.
12. Variety-Diversity: Having the opportunity to undertake different tasks or jobs, which may involve
a certain amount of adventure, open work systems, where development is not always known, and
they can achieve results through different pathways.
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MY PATH
Have you ever thought that you could study something related to any of your interests? VET, University,
Non formal education (Erasmus+), training courses, Solidarity Corps...
1. What do you think you could do for a living in the future?

2. Which do you think you could talk about during an assessment? Stakeholders...

Now it depends on you to become what you want!
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Some of the sessions gave been inspired in Creando’s Futuro methodology for youth participation
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